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ABSTRACT: For the implementation of a road in Fortore Valley, Campobasso, Italy, the excavation of
a 2000 metres long tunnel is in progress in a Flysch geological formation. The construction is based on a
traditional technique of full excavated polycentric invert segmented section with primary lining of steel
ribs, steel mesh and shotcrete. The swelling phenomena following the excavation compelled the designer
to propose the stabilization of the face core through synthetic nailing, and a forepoling along a splayed
surface. In order to contrast the settlements of the steel ribs due to swelling, prestressed tie backs and
foundation micropiles were designed at the rib toes. The tie-backs are equipped with a special improving
system, the TFEG device. Monitoring results of the deflection of the contour of the excavated section
showed anisotropy of the behaviour of the formation due to the slope effect. Numerical analyses for the
simulation of the constructive process confirmed the field results.
1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
The road tunnel

The cross section of the tunnel consists of a
free area of around 80 square meters with a full
excavated section of 112 square meters.
The first 200 meter were excavated into the
weathered terms of the clay formation of Toppo
Capuana Marls, a swelling structured clay layer.
The construction of the tunnel is based on
traditional technique of full excavated polycentric
invert segmented section, with primary lining of
steel ribs, steel mesh and shotcrete.
In particular, the primary lining consists in two
ribs IPE 180 positioned at intervals of 1 meter

Figure 1.

Cross section of tunnel.

with a layer of shotcrete reinforced by welded steel
mesh.
The project provides individual fields of excavation 9 meters long; the inverted segment of the
concrete polycentric is build about 20 meters far
from the face core, while the polycentric formwork
is achieved far about 60 meters.
Stabilization of the face core was performed
through synthetic nailing, whilst a 15 meters
forepoling along a splayed surface allowed a safe
advance of 9 meters.
1.2

Geological features of the site

The geological set up of area is characterized by a
broad syncline with axis in direction N-S formed
by two principal flyschoid geological units. The
older is originated in Serravalliano-Tortoniano
age and consists in marly-clay-limestone; the latest
formation, referred to the Toppo Capuana clayey
units, involves a big part of the S. Croce tunnel,
and consists mainly of blue-grey marly clays and
clayey marls.
Moreover, the upper part of the formation,
whose thickness is limited (generally less than
10 metres), is characterized by a medium degree of
cracking and deterioration.
The distribution of major lithologies is conditioned by a structural setting characterized by
folds in the Apennines convergence, complicated
by tectonic slivers.
The involved area of the tunnel is not affected
by a significant groundwater flow in relation to low
permeability of the outcropping geological units.
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1.3

Geotechnical feature of the model
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Figure 3. Vertical settlements in right and left rib toes
for every excavation field.

Behavior after excavation and stabilization
measures

Some cross sections have been instrumented for
the measurement of convergence and settlement
of rib toes.
The results show that the excavation of the individual fields causes significant phenomena of relaxation and swelling of the contour of excavation, that
produced heavy convergence rate and settlement of
the rib toes, as plotted in Figures 3 and 4.
Has been observed like the left downhill toe
of the ribs have higher value of settlement than
the right toe for every field of excavation. Also
the value of settlement incremented when the
excavation progress was faster.
When it was seen that large displacements
coccurred there were adopted some additional
measures like micropiles for the foundation of the
ribs and prestressed horizontal tie-backs.
The stabilisation measures were dimensioned
following the traditional Observational Method.
Monitoring results of the strain state of the
excavated section showed anisotropy of the

Geological map of the area.
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On progress stabilization measures.

behaviour of the formation due to the slope effect,
when cover heights are about 20–30 meters. In fact,
as shown by the plots, the downhill rib settlement
is always higher than the correspondent on the
uphill side, due to the upper anisotropy rate of the
stress state.
Every excavation fields presents three tie-backs
for a total length of 15 meters (free length of
8 meters and fixed length of 7 meters) and a variable
numbers of micropiles (from 3 to 7 elements as a
function of monitoring) for a length of 12 meters.
The micropiles are designed for a drilling diameter of 160 mm with steel pipe reinforcement of
101.6 mm.
The prestressed tie backs were equipped with
innovative improvement system (TFEG devices
that will be presented in chapter 4) that allowed the
reduction of both the length of drilling, and of the
time needed for pre-tensioning the rod.
The efficiency of stabilization measures consisted
in a reduction of the settlements of rib toes and the
stemming of collapse event at the boundary of the
excavation.
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In particular the measures produced a rapid
decrease of the closure convergence and stabilization of the settlements.
2
2.1

ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS
OF EXCAVATION
FEM modeling

Some numerical FEM non linear analyses were
developed in order to evaluate the effects of the
excavation and the subsequent deformation of the
primary lining.
The analyses were conducted using the Plaxis
code, using the soil stress-strain criterion of
Mohr-Coulomb.
The model considered the effects of relaxation
at the face core of the tunnel, that is a reduction of
30% of the original stress state during the transitional phase between the excavation and the building of the reinforcement of the lining.
The analyzed cross-section here under is located
at 140 m far from the tunnel entrance section, that
matches with the worst condition as for the angle
of the slope and the cover height of the excavation.
The critical location is also confirmed by the results
of the monitoring that show the highest values of
the settlement of the rib toes.
2.2

Horizontal displacements.

Figure 6.

Horizontal displacements.

Figure 7.

Anisotropy of principal stress direction.

Analysis of results without any reinforcements

The analysis of horizontal deformation arrows
displays that the excavation produces important
deformational phenomena that involves great portion of the soil body. This portion has asymmetric
frustum of cone form due to the slope effect, like
in Figure 6.
In particular it can be clearly seen that the depression induced by excavation is very asymmetrical.
The principal stress directions are modified
because of the combination of the effects of excavation stress disturb and of the slope.
This effects generate anisotropic and not homogeneous stress-strain field like in Figure 7.
Also the analysis of displacements in the
primary lining shows that the excavation causes
trends to deform towards downhill, as confirmed
by plotted strains.
2.3

Figure 5.

Results of FEM analysis with reinforcement
elements

Subsequent analysis was performed by inserting
the elements of stabilization.
The effects of the micropiles and tie-backs
looks clear observing the trend of displacement
of lining, in which the patterns of horizontal and

vertical settlements is heavily reduced, especially in
the area of the rib toes.
The upper values of displacement of primary
lining is about few centimetres, that are close to the
results of the monitoring after the installation of
the elements.
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The pattern of axial force and bending moment
showed a marked asymmetry. The left part of the
lining is stressed by higher values of axial force
according to the stress-strain behaviour and to
the local anisotropy stress rate of the rock mass.
The trend of strain due to the slope effects causes
increase of bending moment value in the right toe
of the lining. The maximum value of axial force
in the lining is about 1500 kN, and the value of
bending moment is about 71 kNm per longitudinal
unit length.
The two micropiles at the toes of the ribs are also
stressed in an asymmetrical way, as can be observed
through the horizontal and vertical displacement
pattern (Fig. 11). Horizontal displacements are
more severe in the uphill right foot of the rib, while

Figure 8. a) Horizontal displacements of primary lining
without reinforcement at the rib toes with extreme value;
b) Vertical settlements.

Figure 9. a) Horizontal displacements of primary
lining; b) Vertical settlements.

Figure 10.
moment.

a) Axial force on primary lining; b) Bending

Figure 12.

Horizontal displacement in tie-backs.

the vertical displacements was higher in downhill
left side.
In accord with the evidence of displacements, the
analysis of stress state of the micropile foundation
put in evidence that, in terms of axial force, was
more stressed the downhill left elements, that reach
the value of 837 kN while the right side element
reaches the value of 630 kN.
In fact in left downhill side of the tunnel a
collapse event occurred to the connecting horizontal steel beam, due to the high shear-torsional effect
caused by the eccentricity between the micropiles
reactions and the axial force of primary lining. The
collapse involved the web of the steel beam, that
was punching off by the steel pipe of a micropile.
In terms of bending moments the highest values
on micropiles were detected on right hand side of
the tunnel, due to the large amount of horizontal
displacement.
The acting shear force reaches the value of 40 kN
and the bending moment the value of 7,5 kNm.
The reactions on tie-backs look consistent with
the general behaviour of the model. In fact, these
elements are stressed by incremental tension forces
equal to 275 kN for the element in right side and
45 kN for the element in left side. This is a confirmation of the slope effect and of the consequent
anisotropy and unhomogeneity of in situ stress
state.
The collapse event occurred on the ties connecting steel beam during the works can be reasonably
justified taking into account the higher value of
the overall complex bending moment acting on the
right uphill side.
3

DESIGN APPLICATIONS OF RESULTS

3.1 Analysis of connecting beam stress state

Figure 11. a) Horizontal displacements in micropiles
with extreme value; b) Vertical settlements in micropiles.

Collapse events allowed to perform back-analysis
of the stress levels and of the forces involved into
the tunnel excavation. It was analyzed the stress
state of the steel beam connecting the tie-back and
micropile heads with the primary lining.
This study looks forward to comparing the
values obtained by FEM analysis with the ones
obtained by an independent back analysis of
plastic deformations of the beams. The yielding
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Figure 13. a) Model of connecting beam stress; b) Cross
section.

of steel beam is generated by the combination of
shear stresses and bending-torsional stresses.
The FEM analysis also allows the evaluation of
the distribution of the reaction of tie-backs and
micropiles, moreover for the upward side, where
the anisotropy effects caused the anticipated yielding of the structure. It was obtained for vertical
reaction of the single micropile the value of 837 kN
and for the reaction of tie back with TFEG system
the value of 275 kN.
An independent back-analysis is carried out
starting from the yielding state in the web of the
beam and supposing a simplified static condition based on the Saint-Venant model. Taking
into account the eccentricity of the vertical forces
transmitted by the ribs of the primary lining, considering the same inclination of the resultant of the
reaction of the tie backs and of the micropiles, the
condition of yielded of the steel beam section leads
to the value of 299 kN in tie-back and to the value
of 788 kN for micropile. These values look like
very close to those obtained from FEM analysis.
4
4.1

USE OF TFEG AS IMPROVEMENT
DEVICE OF TIE-BACKS FIXED LENGTH
The system

The method TFEG—acronym for Thriving
Friction by Extruded Gear—allows to improve the
capacity to transfer of the load from foundation
piles of small, middle or large diameter, or from
tie-backs or anchorages into the soil.
The improvement sorts out through the extrusion
of metallic spikes into the soil, preventively set up
along the micropile steel tube or connected to the
steel reinforcement of the element of foundation.
The TFEG system, responds to the need of

Tie-back equipped with TFEG.

increasing the efficiency of loads transfer or to
reduce the entity of the settlements required for
the mobilization of the strength at the base of the
pile or tie rods.
The function of the system for tie-backs is to
increase the shaft strength against the pull-out
and, at same time, to reduce the lengths of drilling
foundation.
In tie-backs application this solution allows to
speed up the activation of the tensile pre-stressing
load of the anchor whenever the time factor plays
a very important role before the extension process
of the plastic zone into the soil or the rock mass.
4.2

TFEG in prestressed tie-backs

In order to preliminarily evaluate the contribution
of the TFEG device to the overall tensile strength,
a simplified model was developed.
The failure strength of TFEG system depends
on the failure mechanism. Two general failure
behavior can be looked over.
The first one is related to the collapse of the soil
around the TFEG’s spike surface, sorting out in a
local failure pattern: LFM—Local Failure Model.
On the opposite, whenever the contribution
to the bearing capacity of the different adjacent
spikes match cross each other, an overall failure surface would involve the soil around the foundation
length of the tie back along a potential cylindrical
surface—CFAp—Cylindrical Failure Approach.
LFM is formed in soft soils, where the available
shear strength leads to the development of a local
failure surface around the spike.
Base hypotheses of the approach result in general conservative. In fact, the slip lines of the collapse pattern stop at the centre of the fixed length
and all the 3-d effects of the failure model are
neglected.
Furthermore, the compaction effects of the penetration into the soil of the TFEG and the consequent increase of soil friction are not taken into
account.
CFAp mechanism, on the contrary, is more favorable for stiffer and more resistant soils, for which
the failure surface diameter can reach up to the
external diameter of the exploded TFEG system.
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The second term can be express as follows:
Rt
Figure 15. a) LFM collapse mechanism; b) CFAp collapse
mechanism.

The transition from LFM to CFAp depends on
the development of global failure surfaces, then by
the mechanical properties of the soil and by the
geometry of the TFEG.
The firmer the soil, the higher its shear strength,
and the wider the TFEG geometry, the higher the
probability of triggering of the three-dimensional
effect arc or vault between the tips extruded, and
the probability that the CFAp patterns sparks out.
A simple analytical approach is available for the
LFM failure pattern. It is based on the hypothesis
to consider the shaft of the deep element as a rigid
body, and the single TFEG extruded spike like a
shallow foundation independent from the context,
whose surface is equal to the horizontal projection
of the piston. The cross dimension of the equivalent shallow foundation is assumed as the average
diameter of the TFEG.
It is worth comparing the extreme tensile load
of a traditional tieback with the correspondent of
a TFEG equipped tieback.
Considering the ultimate tensile load of traditional tie back in homogeneous cohesive soil
characterized by undrained cohesion cu you can
consider:
Ru

D lu α cu

(1)

where Ru = extreme tensile load in tieback;
D = diameter of perforation; lu = fixed anchor
length without TFEG; α = reductive coefficient
of undrained cohesion.
Expressing the value of undrained cohesion by
in situ CPT data leads to:
Ru

D lu α

Rp
n

(2)

where Rp = Cone penetration strength, n = coefficient
depending by OCR of the clayey soil.
For the improved tie-back element, the ultimate
tensile load can be expressed, in the LFM pattern,
as the sum of the strength of a traditional tie-back
and the increment strength offered by the TFEG
element:
Rt

Ru + Ft

(3)

where Ft = increase of tensile load by TFEG with
LFM approach.

D lt α

Rp
n

+ n p AT 1 Rp

(4)

where lt = fixed anchor length with TFEG;
np = number of TFEG elements; AT1 = strength
area of single TFEG element.
The efficiency of the system E can be shown
as the ratio between the strength of tfegged and
untfegged element:
E=

n p AT 1
Rt
l
= t +
Ru lu π D l α
u
n

(5)

It is interesting to observe that the efficiency
of the system depend on the soil mechanical
parameters, only by the n and α coefficient.
In the case of E = 1, it is possible to evaluate the
reduction of fixed anchor length as:
rl =

lu

lt

(6)

lu

and, after some transformations, to evaluate the
area of TFEG system requested to reduce the fixed
anchor length from lu to lt ensuring the same value
of extreme tensile force:
n p AT 1 = rl D
Dllu

α
n

(7)

This expression shows that in LFM conditions
the TFEG required area is higher when higher is the
diameter and fixed anchor length. It also shows
that if α coefficient increases—less undisturbing
drilling conditions—the TFEG area increases too;
on the contrary if n coefficient increases—higher
soil OCR—the TFEG area decreases.
Defining the ratio between the total TFEG
spikes area and the untfegged tie-back shaft surface
as the surface improvement coefficient—SIC -, it is
possible to write:
SIC =

n p AT 1

π D lu

= rl

α
n

(8)

The expression provides the percentage rate of
the required TFEG section to get the same strength
as for the utfegged element of length lu. The
relation results in design charts as the one shown
in Fig. 16 that allows the fast pre-dimensioning of
the system.
In CFAp approach, when the collapse happens
over the cylindrical surface with diameter Dt,
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Figure 16.

Chart for TFEG pre-dimensioning.

envelope of the extruded TFEG spike, Rt can be
expressed by:
Rt

Dt lt cu

(9)

Even in this case, imposing the efficiency of the
system equal to 1, −R
Rt Ru−, leads to:

π Dt lt cu

π D lu α cu

(10)

then
Dt
α
=
D 1 rl

(11)

this value couldn’t be lower than 1. The ratio
Dt D is called DIC (Diameter Improvement
Coefficient).
Imposing that DIC > 1:
rl > 1 − α

(12)

This fact allows to conclude that although the
diameter of the cylinder is so small, a great reduction of the fixed length is always obtained.
If the (11) is express in this form:
rl =

1−α
DIC

(13)

it is possible observe that, being the value of
DIC near to 2–3, the rl value (length reduction) is
included between 70%–90%.
5

CONCLUSION

The case history of an excavation of a large tunnel
in flysch structurally complex formations, in heavily

tectonized geological area, with a high propensity
to swell was presented. Instability of deformation
related to the post-excavation relaxation required
the adoption of reinforcing elements at the foot of
the primary lining through the implementation of
micropiles and tie-backs.
By carrying out a FEM analysis it was possible
to enlight the influence of stress-state in soil mass
for the evaluation of the stress on the reinforcement
elements. The value of axial force on micropiles
and on tie-backs were compared with the value
obtained from a back-analysis based on an plastic
condition in the connecting beam. The results of
the two analysis were approximately fit back.
The tie-backs were equipped with a special
improving system, the TFEG.
This device was used to improve the efficiency
of tieback fixed length and to produce the quick
mobilization of the effect of anchoring and therefore the application of pre-stressing load in real
time.
A sensitive increase of the strength was
observed comparing traditional tie back with
a element with the same characteristics but
equipped with TFEG device. It was also proposed
a simplified method for a first evaluation of the
contribution of the TFEG system to the overall
bearing capacity.
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